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Modern History Sourcebook: Thomas Hobbes: Leviathan, Chaps , CHAPTER XIII: OF THE NATURAL CONDITION OF
MANKIND AS CONCERNING .

Those savages live right now in the brutish manner I have described. So that justice consists in the keeping of
valid covenants; but the validity of covenants begins only with the setting up of a civil power sufficient to
compel men to keep them; and that is when property is also begins. This artificial person serves as the
representative or actor of all those who agreed to the covenant. Hobbes's theory for peace grows out of his
vision of human nature, and as we have seen, Hobbes's conception of human nature is simply the sum total of
mechanic appetites and aversions, mediated by power struggles. The passions that incline men to peace are:
fear of death; desire of such things as are necessary to commodious living; and a hope by their industry to
obtain them. For as to the strength of body, the weakest has strength enough to kill the strongest, either by
secret machination or by confederacy with others that are in the same danger with himself. In fact, in a state of
nature where there is no common power, "nothing can be Unjust. But transferring this right to a mutually
agreed upon power, namely, through a contract, follows from both laws of nature. This is that law of the
gospel: Whatsoever you require that others should do to you, that do ye to them. Correspondingly, a law of
nature is a rule, discovered by reason that forbids one to anything to hurt oneself, or to take away the means of
self-preservation. Nay, the same man, in diverse times, differs from himself; and one time praiseth, that is,
calleth good, what another time he dispraiseth, and calleth evil: from whence arise disputes, controversies, and
at last war. The notions of right and wrong, justice and injustice, have there no place. Well, then, think about
how you behave: when going on a journey, you arm yourself, and try not to go alone; when going to sleep,
you lock your doors; even inside your own house you lock your chests; and you do all this when you know
that there are laws, and armed public officers of the law, to revenge any harms that are done to you. So that
injury or injustice, in the controversies of the world, is somewhat like to that which in the disputations of
scholars is called absurdity. For instance, he describes men as being driven by pride, which can only happen in
a social environment; indeed, most of the qualities Hobbes' ascribes to man in the state of nature are inherently
inter-personal. And thus much for the ill condition which man by mere nature is actually placed in; though
with a possibility to come out of it, consisting partly in the passions, partly in his reason. Again, Hobbes
believes his argument can be validated recursively, so we should wait and see if what he derives from this
theory of human nature is valid. Due to human nature the state of nature is untenable for a man's
self-preservation - a point that all three philosophers agree upon - hence the need to establish a state. He took
the former to be the wiser sort and thought his philosophy showed him to be one of them ; the latter were those
who had strong bodies, but were not philosophers as he was. From this equality of ability ariseth equality of
hope in the attaining of our ends. As I said in chapter 13, the condition of man is a condition of war of
everyone against everyone, so that everyone is governed by his own reason and can make use of anything he
likes that might help him to preserve his life against his enemies. And as to the faculties of the mind, setting
aside the arts grounded upon words, and especially that skill of proceeding upon general and infallible rules,
called science, which very few have and but in few things, as being not a native faculty born with us, nor
attained, as prudence, while we look after somewhat else, I find yet a greater equality amongst men than that
of strength. For the savage people in many parts of America have no government at all except for the
government of small families, whose harmony depends on natural lust. But neither of us accuse man's nature
in it. Doesn't that reveal that humans by nature are distrustful of one another and constantly competing with
each other for desired ends? Howsoever, it may be perceived what manner of life there would be, where there
were no common power to fear, by the manner of life which men that have formerly lived under a peaceful
government use to degenerate into a civil war. Aristotelian thought claimed that some men are naturally slaves
and others are naturally masters, while Plato advanced the idea of man's place in society arising from his
"natural strengths," with a Philosopher King - who has superior rational abilities - ruling over his
contemporaries. From these first two laws of nature, Hobbes then deduces the third law of nature, "that men
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perform their Covenant made; without which, covenants are in vain, and but Empty words; and the Right of all
men to all things remaining, wee are still in the condition of Warre. The same may be said of wounds, and
chains, and imprisonment, both because there is no benefit consequent to such patience, as there is to the
patience of suffering another to be wounded or imprisoned, as also because a man cannot tell when he seeth
men proceed against him by violence whether they intend his death or not. With these first three laws of nature
in hand, Hobbes then goes on to offer nineteen total laws that are derived from these initial three. Right is laid
aside, either by simply renouncing it, or by transferring it to another. For no man gives except with the
intention of bringing good to himself, because giving is voluntary, and the aim of each voluntary act is the
good of the person whose act it is. They are qualities that relate to men in society, not in solitude. To this war
of every man against every man, this also is consequent; that nothing can be unjust. As for strength of body:
the weakest man is strong enough to kill the strongest, either by a secret plot or by an alliance with others who
are in the same danger that he is in. By transferring, when he intendeth the benefit thereof to some certain
person or persons.


